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Participant’s Acknowledgement & Release 
 I have agreed to be a participant in the following seminar/panel discussion/presentation 
(“Event”) hosted, sponsored or organized by the Institute for Advanced Study (the “Institute”): 

Title of Event:  ___________________________ Your role in the Event: __________________ 

Date of Event: __/__/____ Time: __:__ _.M.*       Format: ____ in person or ____ virtual* 

Location of the Event (if any)*: __________________ 

In connection with my participation in the Event, and without compensation of any kind:  

 I acknowledge and agree that the Institute may itself, or engage others, to: (a) take 
photographs at the Event; (b) prepare audio, video or audio-video or other recordings of the 
Event, or portions thereof (including recordings of a live-streamed broadcast of the Event) in all 
formats and media, whether now known or hereafter developed throughout the world; or (c)  
prepare excerpts, transcripts or summaries of the Event, or portions thereof (all collectively, 
“Works”) and that such Works, and all rights in and to such Works, including all copyrights, 
shall belong solely to the Institute in perpetuity.  If provided with copies of Works, I will not 
display, publish, republish or disseminate them, in whole or part, without the Institute’s consent. 

I expressly authorize the Institute (and its agents, successors, assigns, and designees) to 
record and otherwise use my name, likeness, image, voice, biographical information, words and 
performance to: (i) promote the Event; (ii) produce the Event; (iii) prepare Works and derive, 
edit and combine Works to create additional (new) Works; (iv) display, publish, republish or 
disseminate Works and authorize others to display, publish and republish Works; and (v) 
otherwise use Works to promote and further the mission of the Institute, in its sole discretion. I 
may later withdraw the foregoing authorization but such withdrawal shall not be effective as to 
any Works which: (x) have previously been displayed, published, republished or disseminated; 
(y) if made unavailable, would expose the Institute to possible legal liability to any third party; or 
(z) involves other or additional participants. The Works are intended to be used in connection 
with the Institute’s objectives of promoting and supporting research in the sciences and 
humanities. 

 If requested by the Institute, I will sign additional documents to confirm the foregoing.  

 

Signature: _______________________  

Address: _________________________________________________________  

City: ___________________________ State: ______________ Zip:__________  

Telephone: ______________________ E-Mail: _________________________   

Date: ___________________________ 

 

*Date, time, location and format are subject to change by the Institute. 


